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BIO-LINK
MONETIZATION

WITH ADSFLUENCE

MENU
Pre-Roll Video
Interstitials
Content Lockers
Display Ads
App Wall
Offer Wall
Cross Platform
Surveys
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Embedded video player
link monetization
gated content
On page ads
below the fold
below the fold
QR code page
Paid opinion polls

AdsFluence supports a plethora of ad units and types to allow you and your influencers to

place the right ads in the right places, enhance the viewing experience, and provide value

like no other bio link tool available

PRE-ROLL VIDEO

youtube, tiktok, instagram reels and stories all

make great video content, but unfortunately,

the monetization options on those platforms

are pretty limited, as is the distribution.

AdsFluence solves this problem by creating

embedded videos from your content, directly

in your bio link.

Embedded videos are monetized with video

ads

INTERSTITIALS
&
CONTENT LOCKERS

Many bio link tools will allow influencers to add

custom links to their bio page. This is a great

way to grow and diversify audiences across

platforms.

BUT....

only AdsFluence allows influencers to

monetize these links with content lockers and

interstitials.

How it works:

clicking the link redirects to an interstitial page

with an ad or video. Viewers can skip or close

interstitials but must perform an action to

close content lockers

DISPLAY ADS

use your own content, or slip in a native

display ad.

AdsFluence makes it possible to seamlessly

run custom native display ads right on your bio

page.

We will be introducing 3rd party display ads in

Q1 2022

APP WALL
&
OFFER WALL

we love scrollers, and with AdsFluence, there

are always more opportunities to convert

scrollers into earnings.

Our below-the-fold content includes app

installs and offers that accept rewarded traffic.

Looking for a stand-alone app wall? we can

provide that too

CROSS PLATFORM
There is nothing more frustrating than losing a

click because you misidentified a device.

AdsFluence has you covered

When we detect a mismatch a QR code page

is served. The scannable code will launch the

linked URL when scanned from a mobile

device matching the target platform.

What's more... we'll even monetize the QR

code page as well. so even if they don't scan,

you'll still be serving impressions.

SURVEYS
Engaging with your audience can be

challenging. It's difficult to find or create great

content to consistantly spark a conversation

AdsFluence has solved for this challenge too,

by providing Opinion Surveys.

Now influencers can solicit direct feedback on

hot button topics that matter, by asking them

to complete surveys, and influencers earn

commissions in the process.

